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Abstract

This paper looks at how athletic subsidies differ among teams that compete in

football at the NCAA Division I level. The primary comparisons are made between the

top 5 conferences, also known as the Power 5, and the remaining Division I conferences.

University level data from 2005 to 2015 on ticket sale revenue, rights and licensing

revenue, and university subsidies are obtained from USA Todays public records requests.

Panel fixed and random effects models are used to provide a clear picture of how athletic

performance impacts various sources of revenue. The key findings indicate that ticket

sale revenues increase by around 1.5% for each additional football win for all Division I

programs. Rights and licensing revenue increases for conference champions by 3 to 7%.

This effect corresponds to an increase of one half to two million dollars for a conference

champion. In regard to university subsidies, a significant decrease in university subsidies

of around 25% is found for top performing teams in the Power 5 conferences. The

magnitude of this decrease in subsidy is over one million dollars. Results also suggest

that non-Power 5 conferences increase university subsidies as a method for keeping up

with increasing advertising revenues observed at Power 5 conferences. An observed

increase of one million dollars in advertising revenue for Power 5 conferences results in

increased subsidies ranging from $300,000 to 500,000 for non-Power 5 schools depending

on the model specifications.
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1 Introduction

Athletic programs come in a wide variety of sizes. Some of the most successful programs

achieve their status on the backbone of a strong football program. There is not a clear path

to becoming one of the elite programs. In 2012, of 228 public school athletic departments

at the NCAA (National Collegiate Athletic Association) Division I level, only 23 generated

enough revenue to cover their expenses.1 In an analysis published by The Huffington Post,

out of 201 public universities observed from 2010 to 2014, roughly 65% of these universities

received more than 50% of their total financing from student fees and institutional support.2

It is evident from the figures presented that self-sufficient athletic programs are not all that

common.

Universities have a very important decision to make regarding funding for football pro-

grams. Football programs can be viewed either as an investment for the university or as an

additional resource for students, similar to a university gym or recreation area. If universities

view football programs as investments, then it must be the case that there are significant

returns to be gained in the long run. Furthermore, universities face an important decision

on how to react to increased athletic success. There are two primary scenarios that may oc-

cur. Either universities will reduce subsidies as performance increases and increased revenue

from other sources reduces the need for subsidies, or universities will increase subsidies as

performance increases to facilitate further growth in their initial investment.

Prior work has looked to capture how various measures of athletic performance, typically

in the sports of basketball and football, have affected the number of applicants and quality of

students at a given university. The results of Pope and Pope (2009) suggest that suggest that

successful programs receive a higher number of applications which allows them to increase

enrollment and student quality by being more selective. These types of benefits can be viewed
1These figures come from a publication by USA Today titled “Most NCAA Division I athletic departments

take subsidies” published on May 7th, 2013.
2Detailed revenue data was obtained by the Huffingtonpost and shared with the public. The summary of

the data can be accessed at http://projects.huffingtonpost.com/projects/ncaa/subsidy-scorecards
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as external benefits to successful football programs. This paper looks to analyze more direct

benefits of athletic success, namely revenue from ticket sales and licensing rights, as well as

how the university subsidy changes as a result of performance. An important outcome is to

find out how university behavior may change over time as a result of athletic performance

and other changes in the market.

The key results of this analysis indicate that ticket sale revenues increase by around 1.2%

for each additional football win in a prior season for all Division I programs. This effect is

found to persist over time. For rights revenue, conference champions are found to generate

the most significant increases in revenue, ranging from 3 to 7%, which would correspond to

an increase between $500,000 and two million dollars. The key findings, however, suggest

that top performing Power 5 programs decrease university subsidies by roughly 50%, which

corresponds to an estimated two million dollar decrease in university subsidies. There are no

significant effects found for non-Power 5 programs in regard to subsidies, which suggests that

football success does not reduce the financial burden on a university in these conferences.

Results also suggest that non-Power 5 conferences have responded to advertising revenue

increases in Power 5 schools by increasing university subsidies. An average increase of one

million dollars in advertising revenue for Power 5 conferences results in increased subsidies

ranging from $300,000 to 500,000 depending on the model specifications.

Section 2 of the paper outlines the key literature and more background informationon the

impact of athletic success and how university subsidies change over time. Section 3 describes

the data used in this analysis. Section 4 describes the empirical strategy used to identify the

effects of athletic performance on revenues and subsidies. Section 5 presents the key results

from the model. Section 6 presents alternate model specifications to provide a more clear

understanding of the observed relationships. Section 7 summarizes the study.
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2 Literature Review

Prior research on the effects of athletic performance have looked at how increased foot-

ball or basketball success has affected incoming student applications, student quality, and

enrollment. McCormick and Tinsley (1987) utilized SAT scores and application numbers

to estimate the effects of an increase in athletic performance. However, their analysis was

limited due to a relatively small sample of observations. Pope and Pope (2009) improved

on prior work by utilizing panel data and looking at over 300 universities. Pope and Pope

estimate that having a top 20 football program results in an increase in student applications

of 2% to 8%. Similarly, they find comparable estimates for top 16 basketball programs.

Furthermore, they find that due to these increased applications of varying student quality,

there are signs that universities are able to be more selective which results in an increase in

student quality.

Matheson, O’Connor, and Herberger (2012) examined the profitability of various Division

I athletic programs. Departments in the Bowl Championship Series were found to be highly

profitable, while fewer than 10% of football and 15% of men’s basketball programs earned

positive profits at lower rank programs. Hoffer (2015) analyzed the “arms race” of Division

I programs and found that athletic departments react to the decisions made by competing

departments. For example, highly profitable departments could substantially increase coach-

ing salaries as a way to increase expenses for their competitors. This behavior highly favors

the most profitable programs as they are able to incite their peers into costly decisions.

Hoffer and Pincin (2016) looked at how athletic department revenue changes impact

total expenditures, distribution of funding, and how it affects the subsidy paid out to athletic

departments. They find that additional athletic revenue resulted in a 7.5 times larger increase

in coaches salaries than direct student-athlete expenditures. Furthermore, a $1 increase in

ticket sale revenue results in a 83 cent rise in total expenditure and a 19 cent decrease in

athletic subsidy. Results were found to be larger for schools in Power conferences. Hoffer

and Pincin (2014) studied the impact of conference realignment on the revenue and expenses
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for athletic departments. They found that schools that moved into automatic-qualifying

conferences experienced revenue increase of around $12.15 million and expenditure increases

of $10.12 million. When moving into any Division I conference, the results were around

half of the size of the automatic-qualifying conferences. Non-FBS conference moves were

not found to be statistically significant. Jones (2013) finds that athletic expenditure are

strongly correlated with team on-field performance for teams competing in the Football

Bowl Subdivision (FBS), but not with programs that compete at the Football Championship

Subdivision (FCS) or any lower divisions..

This paper adds to the literature by looking at how performance impacts athletic revenue

directly. These estimates, combined with prior research on external gains from athletic

performance, will give a more clear picture of the true size of the benefits associated with

athletic performance. Furthermore, this paper sheds light on the investment decision that

universities must make in regard to athletic programs. The results of the models in this

paper show how the university subsidy to athletic performance changes over time based on

athletic performance. Under certain specifications, there are suggestions that universities

treat subsidies as possible substitutes for rights and advertising revenue, which has not been

noted in prior work.

3 Data

The data collected for this study comes primarily from two sources. Information regarding

university revenue is collected from USA Today’s public records requests to each university

that can be publicly accessed.3 Revenue data is available for 230 universities. It is important

to note that since the data was obtained through public records requests, there will not be any

private universities in the sample. This may not be a significant limitation, since the focus

of this paper is on university subsidies. Public universities gather funds through taxpayers,
3USA Today makes all of their collected data available to the public. If you wish to access the data, you

can do so at http://sports.usatoday.com/ncaa/finances/.
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as well as from student tuition, while private universities revenue structures are likely to be

noticeably different from those of public universities.

The data regarding sports performance was collected from Sports Reference. To measure

football success, wins per season will be used to find marginal effects for small changes in

performance. However, since one additional win may not have a significant effect on a team’s

end of season ranking, dummy variables for end of season rankings are used to differentiate

teams that will be more heavily recognized and discussed in the media. The Associated

Press (AP) rankings are generally the most heavily regarded when measuring college athletic

standings. The end of season AP Poll rankings present the top 25 performing college teams.

The team ranked first in the poll is regarded as the best team for that season.

This paper focuses on Division I football performance since it is the sport that generates

the most revenue at the Division I level. There are ten Division I football conferences as

of 2018. The top 5 conferences, commonly referred to as the Power 5, are made up of the

SEC, ACC, Big Ten, Big 12, and Pac 12. These conferences tend to generate much more

revenue than the remaining 5 conferences: MAC, WAC, MWC, Sun Belt, and CUSA.4 Figure

1 shows how the average ticket sale revenue, rights and licensing revenue, and university

subsidy have changed over an 11 year period. While ticket sale revenue is substantially

higher for Power 5 conferences, the trend over time is not much different between the two

groups. For rights revenue, which includes any advertising revenue as well as any licensing

fees earned, there is a clear difference in the trend between the two groups. The Power

5 conferences have generated substantially more revenue in recent years due to significant

television broadcasting contracts such as the two billion dollar, 15 year deal with ESPN

signed by the Southeastern Conference (SEC) in 2008.5 Unlike the two revenue graphs, the

subsidy graph relationship is reversed. For university subsidies, the non-Power 5 athletic

programs are receiving more than double the amount from their university on average as
4A full list of the schools in the sample can be found in the Appendix
5More information on the contract can be found at http://www.espn.com/college-

sports/news/story?id=3553033.
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compared to the Power 5 programs. Furthermore, the trends indicate that this difference

may continue to rise. This figure indicates that it may be the case that non-Power 5 programs

are utilizing subsidies as a way to mitigate the difference in rights revenue between the two

groups.

For Division I football, AP rankings will be the key measure of performance. Additionally,

conference champion will be used as a measure of success to account for any additional press

that is received for winning a given conference. This additional media coverage comes with

the higher viewership associated with the conference championship games for each conference.

The top division conferences, commonly known as the Power 5 Conferences, garner much

higher fan bases due to the higher investment and recruitment associated with the teams in

these conferences. Ticket sales measures will include money received from the public, as well

as faculty and student for game attendance. Rights and licensing data includes revenue from

broadcasting contracts, revenue sharing from the NCAA, corporate sponsorships, licensing,

trademarks, and royalties. University subsidies include money received from student fees that

are incorporated in tuition costs, as well as direct and indirect funds from the university or

state. More details regarding the key variables used in this analysis are provided in Table 1.

The key variables for this paper will be measures of football performance.

Table 2 presents the summary statistics of the key variables used in the models of this

paper. Notable distinctions between Power 5 schools and the the total sample can be found

in most variables. Power 5 programs have nearly double the average revenue from ticket sales

and rights compared to the overall example. In regard to subsidies, Power 5 schools also differ

by having half the average compared to the entire sample. Furthermore, it is clear that the

Power 5 schools are more prevalent in the top measure of basketball and football performance.

Table 3 compares subsidy levels for teams that finished the prior season in the top 25 versus

those that finished unranked. If means for all Division 1 schools are compared, there is a

statistically significant smaller subsidy that is noted for the ranked programs. If Power 5

schools are treated as a separate sample, there is still evidence that higher performing teams
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lower their subsidies, but the difference between the groups is smaller and less significant.

4 Empirical Strategy

Athletic programs differ greatly between divisions and conferences. For this reason, the main

models of this analysis will focus strictly on Division I-A football schools that compete in

the Football Bowl Subdivision. Football tends to be the most expensive sport for most uni-

versities, due to large capital investments for stadiums and training facilities. Furthermore,

football teams consist of many more players than the second leading sport, basketball. This

typically results in more money being spent on coaching due to a need for many more po-

sition coaches in football. Since this paper is looking at university subsidies, the group of

Division I programs is the most ideal sample to analyze.

The next difference that must be addressed is within the programs at the Division I level.

The top conferences, also known as the Power 5, receive significantly more funding and gen-

erate more revenue, mainly due to significant broadcasting contracts and other commercial

partnerships that they secure. For this reason, the first model that will compare the varying

conferences to determine how significant the revenue and subsidy differences between the

Power 5 and non-Power 5 groups are. The first model is a random effects model specified as

follows:

Yit = δ + λt + αc + β1Pit + β2Pit−1 + εit, (1)

where Yit is the outcome of interest for each university i at time t. In each case the log of the

outcome variable is used. These three outcomes will provide an estimate of how much the

conferences differ. The variable δ is the average effect between all universities and λt are year

fixed effects. To identify differences between conferences, dummy variables, αc, are included

for nine conferences. The Mid-American Conference (MAC) is chosen as the omitted group

due to the inclusion of a constant in this specification, so all results for conferences are to
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be interpretted as the differenc from the omitted group. The MAC is notably not one of the

Power 5 conferences, so the estimates on the Power 5 conferences should be larger than the

remaining four conferences if there is indeed a difference between the two groups. Results

were similar regardless of omitted conference choice. Pit are performance measures which

include the winning percentage in a football season, a dummy variable for the conference

champion, and two further dummy variables for placing in the AP top 25 and AP top 10.

It is important to note that the timing of the performance measures will be from the season

that concludes in a given year. For example, football wins in 2004 will identify the total wins

from the 2003-2004 season. Furthermore, an additional lag of each performance variable is

included to capture any delayed or prolonged effects.

The next model will look to provide a more accurate estimate of the effects of performance

on the outcome variables described above. The model can be specified as follows:

Yit = δi + αct + β1Pit + β2Pit−1 + θXit + εit, (2)

where the outcome variables, Yit, will remain the same as in the first model. To further

control for any differences between universities, δi will be included for each university i.

Conference by year fixed effects, act, are included to better control for annual differences that

may differ between conferences. Performance measures, Pit, as well as lags of these measures

are the key explanatory variables for this model. An alternative way to observe differences

between Power 5 conferences and other Division 1 conferences is to include interaction terms

while utilizing the entire Division 1 sample. To estimate this alternative specification, an

interaction term between performance measures and Power 5 conference indicator will be

added to model 2. The coefficients on the interaction terms will capture any noticeable

difference between Power 5 schools and non-Power 5 schools for any specific performance

indicator. To estimate this alternative,
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5 Results

5.1 Conference Comparison

Table 4 presents the results of the random effects model of football performance on ticket

revenue, rights and advertising revenue, and university subsidy amount. The primary pur-

pose of this set of specifications is to allow comparisons between conference groups. The

estimates for conference effects are all to be interpreted in comparison to the omitted group.

The Power 5 conferences (ACC, SEC, Pac 12, Big 12, and Big Ten) have nearly double the

estimates when looking at the log of ticket sales as an outcome. When looking at the effect

on rights and advertising, there is more than double the effect for the top conferences than

3 of the 4 other Division I conferences. In regard to the subsidies, the table shows that

the Power 5 conferences have a much more negative and significant effect on the size of the

university subsidies.

Combining the three results together, it is fairly clear that there is indeed a noticeable

difference between the Power 5 conferences and the remaining Division I programs. In

regard to performance measures, the model does estimate a positive effect of over 1% for

an additional football win on the ticket revenue. A 6% increase in revenue from rights and

advertising is estimated as a result of being a conference champion the previous year. When

looking at university subsidies, there is an estimated decrease of around 30% associated with

conference champions and top 10 teams. This effect is only found to be significant with a one

year delay. The rights revenue increase for conference champions takes place immediately

following a winning season, but the subsidy is delayed an additional year. This is likely

because the athletic department must take time to adjust their required subsidy based on

increased revenue from other sources.
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5.2 Performance Impacts

Table 5 presents the results from the 2nd model. The fixed effect model specification allows

for a more accurate analysis of the performance effects on the outcome variables. Fixed

effects for the university as well as conference by year dummies for unobservable differences

between the conferences and universities are included in the model. The first three columns

of results include all of the Division 1 programs in the same model. The estimated coefficient

that is observed for football win percentage is the estimate for an increase from no wins to

all wins. For easier interpretation this figure is divided by 12 as that is the typical number

of games played in a given season. In this specification, after transforming the coefficient

on football win percentage to account for one additional win, a significant increase in ticket

sales for an additional football win of around 1.3 to 1.5% is estimated. In regard to rights

and advertising revenue, a similar increase in revenue of 1.5% is estimated for an additional

win, while the conference champion receives a boost in advertising revenue of 6.2% in the

following year. For subsidies, there is a significant positive effect associated with being a

top 25 team in a given season of around 56%. This finding may suggest that universities

will financially support programs that are able to show significant signs of improvement.

However, football conference champions are found to have a delayed effect of reducing the

university subsidy by roughly 25%. The likely reason for this large reduction in subsidy being

limited only to conference champions could be explained by the large increase in advertising

revenue that is received by these teams.

These two findings seem to contradict each other, but the true story may be more clear

as the sample is split into Power 5 and non-Power 5 schools. For Power 5 schools, there are

similar results found for football performance on ticket sale revenue. Revenue from rights

and licensing is found to be more responsive to performance measures than is the case for the

entire sample. Additional football wins are estimated to increase rights revenue by around

1.5%, while conference champions and teams in the AP top 25 are estimated to increase

rights revenue by 3.1 and 2.4% respectively. A much larger negative effect on university
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subsidies, around 50%, is estimated for Power 5 schools. Top 25 teams are still found to

have a significant positive effect on subsidies of around 70% when the sample is limited to just

Power 5 schools. When looking at just the non-Power 5 conferences, similar effects are found

on ticket sale revenue and rights revenue. However, there are no significant effects found for

performance measures on university subsidies. These subsample models provide a clearer

picture of what is likely occurring for university subsidies. For the Power 5 conferences,

where teams earn noticeably more revenue from television rights contracts, the conference

champions in a given year are able to reduce their university subsidies substantially. Due

to high levels of competition, however, teams that are in the top 25, but not conference

champions may look to increase subsidies to keep up with the top performing teams. The

replacement of subsidies by the increased rights revenue is a possible cause for subsidy

decrease at the top performing programs. For non-Power 5 conferences, the rights and

licensing revenue is significantly lower, around 23 million dollars on average. Therefore, even

though findings show that non-Power 5 conference champions see significant increases of

around 7% in rights revenue, this increase is just not large enough to replace the need for

subsidies.

The results for this model specification are shown in Table 6. For ticket sales revenue,

the estimated effects for an additional football win are very similar to those found in Table 5.

There is an estimate increase in ticket sale revenue of around 1.3% for each additional win.

This result for Power 5 conferences is not found to be statistically different from non-Power

5 conferences. For advertising and rights revenue, there is an estimated increase of 1.6%

for each additional win and an increase of 7.7% for the conference champion. Once again,

there are no significant differences found between Power 5 and non-Power 5 conferences.

For university subsidies, there is a notable difference found which may support the intuition

that rights revenue is the key source of funding that reduces the university subsidies. An

estimated reduction of university subsidy of around 15% is found to occur only for Power 5

conference champions. The delayed timing of the subsidy decrease supports the idea that
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Power 5 conference champions are able to take the increased rights revenue that occurs

immediately following a successful season and utilize it in reducing the university subsidy

the following year. There is also an estimated increase in subsidy associated with Power 5

teams that finish in the top 25. It may be the case that a top 25 finish is not necessarily

viewed as a success for some teams in these conferences.

5.3 Subsidies as Substitutes for Advertising Revenue

Finally, it is useful to try to capture the relationship that is shown in Figure 2 with a model.

While rights and advertising revenue has been rising since 2009 for Power 5 conferences, the

subsidies for non-Power 5 conferences have followed a similar growing trend in the matching

period. The first impression of the trends suggest that it may be the case that non-Power

5 conferences are using higher university subsidies to keep up with the advertising revenue

increases. In a way, the university subsidies are acting as a substitute for advertising revenue.

To capture this effect, model 2 is altered so that performance indicators are replaced with

the average observed advertising revenue from Power 5 conferences in the prior year. The

observed revenue is then interacted with an indicator for non-Power 5 conference programs.

Table 7 presents the results of three different fixed effect specifications for both log and

level values for subsidies. The estimate for the coefficient of interest is highly significant in

each case. An increase of one million dollars in observed advertising revenue results in an

estimated increase in university subsidies ranging from $300,000 to 500,000 for non-Power

5 conferences. These estimates suggest that non-Power 5 conferences are indeed increasing

subsidies as a response to the large increases in advertising revenue from Power 5 conferences.
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6 Alternate Specifications

6.1 Level Revenue

While the natural log of all outcome variables may be preferred to mitigate the differences

in scale of athletic programs, the same model could be used with level revenue figures. Table

8 depicts the results with level revenue figures used for all outcome variables. Revenue

figures are in millions of dollars. For ticket sales, coefficients imply that a 100% increase

in winning percentage results in around $789,000 of increased ticket sale revenue. To make

this figure more interpretable, we can divide the coefficient by the average number of games

in a football season to find that an additional win increases ticket sale revenue by roughly

$65,000. This estimate is similar to the findings in the previous models with natural logs.

Power 5 programs see significantly larger ticket sale revenue increases of around $200,000 per

win. Rights revenue has similar estimates for win percentage, with Power 5 programs again

having larger gains for an additional win. The effect for conference champions is estimate to

be a $500,000 increase in the season following a championship. This estimate is not found

to be statistically different amongst the Division I programs.

An interesting finding in the university subsidy model results indicates that non-Power 5

programs respond differently to Power 5 programs for football success. A non-Power 5 team

that is ranked among the top 10 football programs at the end of the year is estimated to

increase the university subsidy by over $1,000,000. Power 5 programs, on the other hand,

are estimated to have a negative effect of a similar magnitude for the same achievement.

Once again, this could imply that universities at non-Power 5 conferences look to reinforce

their investment in the athletic department if sufficient progress is observed.

6.2 Impact of Basketball at Division I Programs

The results presented in the previous section focus solely on football performance for Division

I athletic programs. It may be the case that basketball performance has an impact on
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the outcome variables. To address this concern, model 2 above was edited to incorporate

basketball performance alongside football performance for Division I football schools. College

basketball is heavily centered around the NCAA tournament that takes place at the very end

of the season. Unlike football, where the end of season AP poll gives an accurate measure of

performance for top teams, advancement in the NCAA tournament is the primary indicator

for a successful season in college basketball. Therefore, dummy variables are included to

capture qualification for the tournament, advancement to the round of 32, and advancement

for the round of 16. No further variables are included since only a small amount of programs

in the sample advance to the late stages of the competition.

Results for this model specification can be found in Table 9. These results can best be

compared to the first three columns of results in table 5. For football performance, the results

from Table 9 line up very closely to those found in table 4. Additional football wins are once

again found to significantly increase ticket revenue in ensuing seasons by around 1.2 to 1.4%.

Football conference champions also retain a similar increase in rights and advertising revenue

of around 5.8%. Furthermore, the effects on subsidies are also found to coincide with the

findings in table 4, where conference champions have a delayed reduction in subsidies and

top 25 football programs increase subsidies. While advancement to the round of 16 in the

NCAA basketball tournament does have an estimated positive effect on ticket revenue, the

exclusion of basketball performance in the key model seems to be justified based on the

findings in table 7.

6.3 Examining Non-Division I Programs

To provide a more complete analysis of the effects of athletic performance on revenues and

subsidies, it may be useful to look at how non-Division I athletic programs may differ from

Division I programs. One key difference that must accounted for is the lesser impact of

football among the non-division I programs. For many of these lower ranked programs,

basketball is the driving sport. Some of the non-Division I universities choose not to provide
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a football program at all. For this reason, basketball performance will once again be included

in the analysis.

Results for the athletic performance model for non-Division I programs can be found in

Table 10. After a quick glance at the football performance measures, it can be seen that

football winning percentage for lower ranked programs has a slightly larger effect on ticket

sales than Division I programs, around 3% for an additional win compared to 1.2% found in

Table 5. Unlike the previous results, football conference champions are not found to have

an effect on rights revenue, while additional wins do increase the revenue received. In regard

to university subsidies, an additional win is estimated to increase the university subsidy by

around 3%. This effect is found to persist over time. This may suggest that universities

with football programs at lower ranked divisions reinforce their initial investments as they

observe improvements.

When looking at the inclusion of basketball performance, there are some notable estimates

found. First, there is a significant positive impact on ticket revenue of around 15% that

is associated with qualifying for the NCAA basketball tournament. This is not all that

surprising, since basketball attendance is typically lower than football attendance and sellout

games are highly uncommon. A smaller effect of 9.6% is found for NCAA tournament

qualification on rights and advertising revenue. However, no significant effect is estimated

for any basketball performance measure with respect to university subsidies.

7 Conclusion

Rising tuition costs continue to become a problem facing millions of students across the

United States. For some universities, a portion of the rise in tuition can be attributed

to the rise in subsidies paid out of athletic programs. With only around 10% of athletic

programs at the Division I level earning a profit in 2012 according to USA Today, there

are still a very large majority of around 200 universities that rely on funding taken from
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student fees or directly from the university. The trend in subsidies appears to be on the rise,

particularly for universities that are not competing in the Power 5 conferences. Increasing

revenue from television contracts for Power 5 contracts places additional pressure on non-

Power 5 programs to borrow even more from the university to remain competitive and

perhaps become a member of one of these elite conferences.

Using data on athletic revenues and university subsidies obtained by USA Today via

public records requests, this paper estimated the impact that athletic performance may have

on these sources of revenue. Ticket sales and rights revenue were found to increase for all

Division I programs as athletic performance increased. Ticket sales were estimated to rise

by roughly 1.5% for each additional football win. Rights revenue was found to rise by 3 to

7% for conference champions at all Division I programs and around 0.7% each additional

football win among the Power 5 conference programs. University subsidies are estimated to

decrease substantially, roughly 50%, for the conference champions at Power 5 conferences.

However, no significant impact on university subsidies was found for programs that belong

to non-Power 5 Division I conferences. Estimate suggest that non-Power 5 conferences

raise university subsidies as a response to increasing advertising revenues at the Power 5

conferences. An average increase of one million dollars in advertising revenue for Power 5

conferences results in increased subsidies ranging from $300,000 to 500,000 in the following

year depending on the model specifications.

Additional models on programs that do not compete in football at the Division I level

suggest that university subsidies rise as football performance improves. This may suggest

that universities look to support programs that show signs of improvement at lower levels.

Basketball success was estimated to increase ticket sale revenue more significantly than

football success at programs that do not compete in Division I football. Tickets sale revenue

was estimated to rise around 15 to 20% for teams that qualified for the NCAA basketball

tournament in a prior year. For Division I programs, basketball was much less impactful on

all revenue sources, which supports the decision to omit basketball from the key model.
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Overall, the findings help to explain why so few programs are found to be self sufficient.

Only the most elite programs are able to generate enough revenue from other sources, par-

ticularly from rights and advertising, to be able to compete without relying on subsidies.

The non-Power 5 programs continue to rely on subsidies as a way to minimize the gap in

total revenue that large increases in rights revenue have created between programs in the

Power 5 conference and themselves. There is no suggestion that this pattern will change in

the coming future as advertising revenues continue to rise.
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Table 1. Variable Description

Variable Description

Ticket Sales Sales of admissions to athletics events. Include ticket sales to the

public, faculty and students, and money received for shipping and

handling of tickets. Does not include amounts in excess of face

value (such as for preferential seating)

Rights/Licensing Includes revenue for athletics from radio and television

broadcasts, Internet and e-commerce rights received from

institution-negotiated contracts, the NCAA and conference

revenue-sharing arrangements; and revenue from corporate

sponsorships, licensing, sales of advertisements, trademarks and

royalties. Includes the value of in-kind products and services

provided as part of a corporate sponsorship (e.g., equipment,

apparel, soft drinks, water and isotonic products). Also includes

revenue from food, concessions and parking.

Student Fees Fees assessed to support athletics

School Funds Includes both direct and indirect support from the university,

including state funds, tuition, tuition waivers etc., as well as

federal Work Study amounts for student workers employed by

athletics department. It also includes the value of

university-provided support such as administrative services,

facilities and grounds maintenance, security, risk management,

utilities, depreciation and debt service that is not charged to the

athletics department

FootballWins Total wins by a football program in a given season

AP Top 25 Dummy variable that identifies programs that were ranked among

the top 25 teams at the conclusion of a football season

AP Top 10 Dummy variable that identifies programs that were ranked among

the top 10 teams at the conclusion of a football season

Note: Description of variables and data are compiled and reported by USA Today.

Credit to Steve Berkowitz and Christopher Schnaars of USA TODAY; Peter

Benson, Jared Bomba, Amanda Caffey, Sam Fortier, Charles (CB) Garrett,

Andrew Graham, Billy Heyen, Tara Lanigan, Matt Liberman, Michael McCleary,

Kent Paisley, Adam Regenstrief, Rebecca Thornburg, Jodi Upton, Kevin Van

Pelt, Matthew Wieselthier of Syracuse University’s S.I. Newhouse School of Public

Communications.
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Table 2: Summary Statistics

Variables All Schools Division 1 Schools Power 5 Schools

Mean Std. Dev Min Max Mean Std. Dev. Min Max Mean Std. Dev. Min Max

TicketSales 7712736 1.11e+07 52013.22 6.46e+07 1.26e+07 1.23e+07 131299.8 6.46e+07 2.21e+07 1.08e+07 5389215 6.47e+07

Rights/Licensing 1.01e+07 1.33e+07 33958.64 6.29e+07 1.64e+07 1.42e+07 761291.2 6.29e+07 2.84e+07 1.08e+07 8703988 6.29e+07

Subsidies 9636751 6377227 0 4.80e+07 9976251 7176059 0 4.80e+07 5007047 4437118 0 3.64e+07

Football Win Percent .493 .233 0 1 .513 .225 0 1 .576 .205 0 1

Conference Champion .11 .32 0 1 .11 .32 0 1 .10 .30 0 1

AP top 25 .09 .29 0 1 .21 .40 0 1 .35 .48 0 1

AP top 10 .039 .194 0 1 .083 .277 0 1 .146 .353 0 1

NCAA Tournament .21 .40 0 1 .32 .47 0 1 .45 .50 0 1

Round 32 .10 .30 0 1 .19 .39 0 1 .31 .46 0 1

Round 16 .05 .22 0 1 .10 .31 0 1 .17 .37 0 1

N 1859 1091 577

Note: All variables are rounded 2 decimal places. Data on ticket sales, rights revenue, and subsidies are obtained from public records requests from USA Today. All dollar values are adjusted for inflation.
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Table 3: Subsidy Comparisons Between Ranked and Unranked Tams

Division 1 Power 5

Year Unranked ApTop25 Difference Unranked ApTop25 Difference

2005 8292010 5266015 3025995** 5005046 4908883 96163.25

2006 9474595 3727787 5746808*** 6806934 3727787 3079147**

2007 9254967 6388645 2866322** 5891738 6145773 -254035

2008 1.01e+07 5311890 4766070*** 6366899 5057331 1309567

2009 9372837 4529683 4843154*** 6133979 4135842 1998138*

2010 1.12e+07 5421475 5758129*** 7161633 4082387 3079246**

2011 1.16e+07 5522964 6113586*** 7456806 4042880 3414926**

2012 1.24e+07 5867804 6518237*** 7241041 4504936 2736105*

2013 1.30e+07 5683126 7346403*** 5634577 2909721 2724856**

2014 1.31e+07 5109472 7949119*** 5995371 4122136 1873235*

2015 1.34e+07 6757179 6648492*** 4724070 5569707 -845636

N 107 53

Note: All variables are rounded 2 decimal places. Data on ticket sales, rights revenue, and subsidies are obtained

from public records requests from USA Today. All dollar values are adjusted for inflation.
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Table 4: Effect of Football Performance on Revenues and Subsidies (Conference Comparison)

Variables Division 1 Schools

LogTickets LogRights LogSubsidies

FootballWinPct .156*** .155*** .015

(.049) (.046) (.342)

FootballWinPct Lag .191*** .088** .298

(.048) (.045) (.331)

ConferenceChamp .036 .065*** -.043

(.026) (.025) (.183)

ConferenceChamp Lag .008 -.001 -.282*

(.026) (.024) (.181)

APtop10 -.013 .036 .267

(.034) (.032) (.234)

APtop10 Lag .017 .029 -.444*

(.034) (.032) (.235)

APtop25 -.008 .019 .261

(.026) (.025) (.185)

APtop25 Lag -.005 -.005 .258

(.027) (.025) (.186)

ACC 2.508*** 2.098*** -2.117**

(.176) (.115) (.990)

SEC 2.794*** 2.368*** -3.65***

(.167) (.106) (.927)

Pac 12 2.191*** 1.986*** -1.323

(.166) (.107) (.926)

Big 12 2.623*** 2.274*** -2.946***

(.157) (.099) (.863)

Big Ten 2.673*** 2.365*** -3.355***

(.165) (.105) (.916)

CUSA 1.375*** .856*** -.633

(.155) (.097) (.852)

MWC 1.284*** .933*** -.700

(.161) (.102) (.889)

American 1.694*** 1.272*** -.694

(.161) (.106) (.905)

Sunbelt .954*** .342 -.840

(.158) (.099) (.865)

N 1091 1091 1091

Note: Values are rounded 3 decimal places. Robust standard errors are presented in parentheses. The omitted conference

is the Mid-American Conference (MAC). All models contain year fixed effects. (*** = 1% level of significance, ** = 5%

level of significance, and * = 10% level of significance)
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Table 5: Effect of Football Performance on Revenues and Subsidies

Variables Division 1 Schools Power 5 Schools Non-Power5 Schools

LogTickets LogRights LogSubsidies LogTickets LogRights LogSubsidies LogTickets LogRights LogSubsidies

FootballWinPct .158*** .167*** -.076 .132** .167** -.259 .146* .169*** -.013

(.057) (.039) (.330) (.055) (.045) (.762) (.088) (.094) (.054)

FootballWinPct Lag .166*** .069* .236 .169*** .033 .574 .143 .093* -.058

.061 (.036) (.319) (.051) (.042) (.740) (.093) (.050) (.068)

ConferenceChamp .025 .062*** .024 .010 .055*** .097 .016 .072** -.005

(.024) (.019) (.177) (.023) (.019) (.344) (.046) (.034) (.039)

ConferenceChamp Lag .003 -.002 -.313* -.014 -.012 -.556* .007 -.017 .048

(.022) (.016) (.174) (.026) (.014) (.332) (.042) (.031) (.043)

APtop10 -.023 .016 .015 -.009 -.013 -.025 -.004 .194* -.031

(.023) (.018) (.233) (.023) (.018) (.358) (.059) (.102) (.065)

APtop10 Lag .003 -.002 -.395* .002 .020 -.416 .106 -.096 -.099

(.026) (.021) (.232) (.025) (.022) (.358) (.091) (.081) (.074)

APtop25 -.016 .007 .458** -.027 .015 .576** .102 -.037 .008

(.022) (.016) (.180) (.021) (.015) (.298) (.080) (.075) (.055)

APtop25 Lag -.004 .009 .448** -.006 -.008 .449 .037 .068 -.007

(.022) (.018) (.182) (.021) (.019) (.301) (.069) (.047) (.055)

N 1091 1091 1091 577 577 577 514 514 514

Note: Values are rounded 3 decimal places. Robust standard errors are in parentheses. All models contain conference/year fixed effects and university fixed effects. (*** = 1% level of significance, **

= 5% level of significance, and * = 10% level of significance)
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Table 6: Effect of Football Performance on Revenues and Subsidies with Power 5 Interaction Terms

Variables Division 1 Schools

LogTickets LogRights LogSubsidies

FootballWinPct .171** .180*** .000

(.084) (.057) (.406)

FootballWinPct Lag .146* .052 -.025

(.084) (.050) (.066)

ConferenceChamp .013 .077** -.004

(.040) (.031) (.039)

ConferenceChamp Lag -.009 -.000 .057

(.037) (.028) (.043)

APtop25 .040 -.005 -.003

(.063) (.054) (.053)

APtop25 Lag .015 .056 -.019

(.054) (.041) (.549)

APtop10 -.026 .091 .004

(.061) (.064) (.064)

APtop10 Lag .091 -.043 -.083

(.068) (.051) (.081)

Power5FootballWin -.025 -.062 -.002

(.099) (.077) (.170)

Power5FootballWin Lag .064 .032 .082

(.090) (.067) (.133)

Power5ConferenceChamp .033 -.045 .096

(.045) (.037) (.087)

Power5ConferenceChamp Lag .029 -.018 -.147*

(.043) (.033) (.085)

Power5APtop25 -.068 .025 -.034

(.065) (.057) (.120)

Power5APtop25 Lag -.033 -.057 .206**

(.057) (.043) (.100)

Power5 APtop10 .002 -.089 -.082

(.065) (.068) (.112)

Power5 APtop10 Lag -.119 .057 .001

(.072) (.059) (.112)

N 1091

Note: Values are rounded 3 decimal places. All models contain conference/year and university fixed effects. (*** = 1%

level of significance, ** = 5% level of significance, and * = 10% level of significance)
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Table 7: Substitution of Subsidies for Advertising Revenue

LogSubsidies Subsidies LogSubsidies Subsidies LogSubsidies Subsidies

ObservedRevenue*NonPower5 .065*** 329,818.9*** .038*** 289,170.7*** .046*** 485,286.9***

(.017) (26612.12) (.014) (43829.89) (.015) (126303.1)

Year Fixed Effect X X

Conference Fixed Effects X

Conference by Year Fixed Effects X

Individual Fixed Effects X X

N 995

Note: Values are rounded 3 decimal places. Standard errors are presented in parentheses. Level coefficient estimates are in dollar figures. (*** = 1% level of significance, ** =

5% level of significance, and * = 10% level of significance)
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Table 8: Effect of Football Performance on Revenues and Subsidies with Level Values

Variables Division 1 Schools Power 5 Schools Non-Power5 Schools

Ticket Sales Rights Subsidies Ticket Sales Rights Subsidies Ticket Sales Rights Subsidies

FootballWinPct 1.369*** 1.506*** -.250 2.826** 3.912*** -.485 .551** .593** -.099

(.447) (.377) (.505) (1.101) (.767) (.742) (.226) (.227) (.694)

FootballWinPct Lag 1.328*** .529* .086 2.628*** 1.269 .864 .547** .255 -.629

(.379) (.331) (.587) (.968) (.821) (.731) (.239) (.217) (.777)

ConferenceChamp -.028 .624*** -.020 .117 1.114*** .166 -.233 .318** -.390

(.228) (.221) (.270) (.449) (.347) (.197) (.146) (.158) (.443)

ConferenceChamp Lag -.367 -.423 .025 -.496 -.575 .188 -.126 -.094 .172

(.328) (.267) (.242) (.627) (.368) (.287) (.155) (.163) (.440)

APtop10 -.299 .418 .150 -.523 -.171 -.010 .272 1.811* .316

(.562) (.432) (.257) (.606) (.484) (.289) (.176) (1.040) (.886)

APtop10 Lag .149 .309 -.054 -.014 .454 -.103 .845** -.1.046 -1.687

(.573) (.525) (.288) (.598) (.569) (.264) (.402) (.643) (.074)

APtop25 -.235 .450* .053 -.688 -.033 .256 .366 .157 .008

(.310) (.278) (.249) (.433) (.352) (.256) (.255) (.421) (.055)

APtop25 Lag .189 .195 .273 -.068 -.061 .095 .066 .160 -.007

(.345) (.319) (.328) (.476) (.392) (.374) (.264) (.257) (.055)

N 1091 1091 1091 577 577 577 514 514 514

Note: Values are rounded 3 decimal places. Robust standard errors are in parentheses. All models contain conference/year fixed effects and university fixed effects. (*** = 1% level of significance, **

= 5% level of significance, and * = 10% level of significance)
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Table 9: Effect of Athletic Performance on Revenues and Subsidies for Division 1 Pro-

grams

Variables Division 1 Football Schools

LogTickets LogRights Subsidies

FootballWinPct .159*** .167 -.010

(.056) (.039) (.033)

FootballWinPct Lag .164*** .068* .172

(.059) (.036) (.317)

ConferenceChamp .022 .065*** .013

(.024) (.019) (.174)

ConferenceChamp Lag .006 -.002 -.356**

(.024) (.015) (.174)

APtop25 -.021 .008 .427**

(.024) (.016) (.172)

APtop25 Lag -.001 .010 .370**

(.024) (.016) (.176)

NCAA Tournament .019 .018 .128

(.029) (.019) (.154)

NCAA Tournament Lag .008 .011 .108

(.018) (.019) (.155)

Round 32 .031 .045 -.091

(.028) (.020) (.213)

Round 32 Lag .008 -.033 -.112

(.018) (.022) (.207)

Round 16 .012 -.004 -.058

(.016) (.017) (.222)

Round 16 Lag .038** .016 .246

(.019) (.018) (.220)

N 1091

Note: Values are rounded 3 decimal places. All models contain year fixed effects. (*** = 1% level of significance, ** =

5% level of significance, and * = 10% level of significance)
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Table 10: Effect of Athletic Performance on Revenues and Subsidies for Non-Division 1 Football Programs

Variables Non-Division 1 Schools

LogTickets LogRights Subsidies

FootballWinPct .257*** .136 .083*

(.057) (.086) (.045)

FootballWinPct Lag .126* .052 .146**

(.073) (.037) (.062)

ConferenceChamp .047 .052 -.007

(.037) (.038) (.022)

ConferenceChamp Lag .059 .005 .005

(.040) (.036) (.019)

NCAA Tournament .118** .110*** .062*

(.055) (.039) (.026)

NCAA Tournament Lag .035 .024 .005

(.060) (.039) (.041)

Round 32 .014 .061 -.098

(.102) (.119) (.056)

Round 32 Lag .008 .127* -.028

(.091) (.071) (.061)

Round 16 .093 -.062 -.007

(.217) (.156) (.092)

Round 16 Lag .029 -.116 -.011

(.156) (.074) (.128)

N 793

Note: Values are rounded 3 decimal places. All models contain year fixed effects. (*** = 1% level of significance, ** =

5% level of significance, and * = 10% level of significance)
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Appendix
List of Schools in Sample

Alabama A & M University, University of Alabama at Birmingham, Alabama State University, The University of Alabama, Auburn University, University

of South Alabama, Troy University, Arizona State University, University of Arizona, Northern Arizona University, University of Arkansas at Little Rock,

University of Arkansas, University of Arkansas at Pine Bluff, Arkansas State University-Main Campus, University of Central Arkansas, California Polytechnic

State University-San Luis Obispo, California State University-Bakersfield, California State University-Fresno, California State University-Fullerton, California

State University-Long Beach, California State University-Northridge, California State University-Sacramento, University of California-Berkeley, University of

California-Davis, University of California-Los Angeles, University of California-Riverside, University of California-Santa Barbara, San Diego State University,

San Jose State University, University of Colorado at Boulder, Colorado State University, University of Northern Colorado, Central Connecticut State University,

University of Connecticut, Delaware State University, University of Delaware, University of Delaware, University of Central Florida, Florida Agricultural and

Mechanical University, Florida Atlantic University, Florida International University, Florida State University, University of Florida, University of South Florida-

Main Campus, Georgia Institute of Technology-Main Campus, Georgia Southern University, Georgia State University, University of Georgia, University of

Hawaii at Manoa, Boise State University, Idaho State University, University of Idaho, Eastern Illinois University, University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign,

Illinois State University, Northern Illinois University, Southern Illinois University Carbondale, Southern Illinois University Edwardsville, Ball State University,

Indiana University-Purdue University-Fort Wayne, Indiana State University, Indiana University-Bloomington, Iowa State University, University of Iowa,

University of Northern Iowa, University of Kansas, Kansas State University, Wichita State University, Eastern Kentucky University, University of Kentucky,

University of Louisville, Morehead State University, Murray State University, Western Kentucky University, Grambling State University, Louisiana State

University and Agricultural & Mechanical College, Louisiana Tech University, McNeese State University, Nicholls State University, University of Louisiana

at Monroe, Northwestern State University of Louisiana, Southeastern Louisiana University, Southern University and A & M College, University of Louisiana

at Lafayette, University of Maine, Coppin State University, University of Maryland-Baltimore County, University of Maryland-College Park, University of

Maryland Eastern Shore, Morgan State University, Towson University, University of Massachusetts Amherst, Central Michigan University, Eastern Michigan

University, University of Michigan-Ann Arbor, Michigan State University, Oakland University, Western Michigan University, University of Minnesota-Twin

Cities, Jackson State University, University of Mississippi, Mississippi Valley State University, Mississippi State University, University of Southern Mississippi,

University of Missouri-Columbia, University of Missouri-Kansas City, Southeast Missouri State University, Missouri State University-Springfield, Montana

State University, The University of Montana, University of Nebraska at Lincoln, University of Nevada-Las Vegas, University of Nevada-Reno, University

of New Hampshire-Main Campus, New Jersey Institute of Technology, Rutgers University-New Brunswick, University of New Mexico-Main Campus, New

Mexico State University-Main Campus, SUNY at Albany, SUNY at Binghamton, University at Buffalo, Stony Brook University, Appalachian State University,

East Carolina University, North Carolina A & T State University, University of North Carolina at Asheville, University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill,

University of North Carolina at Charlotte, University of North Carolina at Greensboro, North Carolina Central University, North Carolina State University at

Raleigh, University of North Carolina at Wilmington, Western Carolina University, University of North Dakota, North Dakota State University-Main Campus,

University of Akron Main Campus, Bowling Green State University-Main Campus, University of Cincinnati-Main Campus, Cleveland State University, Kent

State University at Kent,Miami University-Oxford, Ohio State University-Main Campus, Ohio University-Main Campus, University of Toledo-Main Campus,

Wright State University-Main Campus, Youngstown State University, Oklahoma State University-Main Campus, University of Oklahoma Norman Campus,

Oregon State University, University of Oregon,Portland State University, University of Rhode Island, Citadel Military College of South Carolina, Clemson

University, University of South Carolina-Columbia, Coastal Carolina University, South Carolina State University, University of South Carolina-Upstate,

Winthrop University, South Dakota State University, University of South Dakota, Austin Peay State University, East Tennessee State University, University of

Memphis, Middle Tennessee State University, The University of Tennessee at Chattanooga, The University of Tennessee-Knoxville, The University of Tennessee-

Martin, Tennessee State University, Tennessee Technological University, Texas A & M University-Corpus Christi, University of Houston, Lamar University,

University of North Texas, The University of Texas Rio Grande Valley, Prairie View A & M University, Sam Houston State University, Stephen F Austin

State University, Texas State University, Texas A & M University-College Station, The University of Texas at Arlington, The University of Texas at Austin,

The University of Texas at El Paso, The University of Texas at San Antonio, Texas Southern University, Texas Tech University, Southern Utah University,

Utah State University, Utah Valley University, University of Utah, Weber State University, University of Vermont, College of William and Mary, James

Madison University, Longwood University, Norfolk State University, Old Dominion University, Radford University, Virginia Polytechnic Institute and State

University, Virginia Commonwealth University, University of Virginia-Main Campus, Virginia Military Institute, Eastern Washington University, Washington

State University, University of Washington-Seattle Campus, Marshall University, West Virginia University, University of Wisconsin-Madison, University of

Wisconsin-Milwaukee, University of Wyoming, Purdue University-Main Campus, Florida Gulf Coast University
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